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Abstract— In our Scheme cloud computing users has to get Key information to Re Encrypt the data which
has been in Encrypted to get Key information in order to decrease the number of keys used we are proposing
Broadcast encryption Broadcast encryption is the cryptographic problem of delivering encrypted content
over a broadcast channel in such a way that only qualified users can decrypt the content. The challenge
arises from the requirement that the set of qualified users can change in each broadcast emission, and
therefore revocation of individual users or user groups should be possible using broadcast transmissions,
only, and without affecting any remaining users. As efficient revocation is the primary objective of broadcast
encryption solutions are also referred to as revocation schemes. Rather than directly encrypting the content
for qualified users, broadcast encryption schemes distribute keying information that allows qualified users to
reconstruct the content encryption key whereas revoked users find insufficient information to recover the
key. The typical setting considered is that of a unidirectional broadcaster and stateless users which is
especially challenging. In contrast, the scenario where users are supported with a bi-directional
communication link with the broadcaster and thus can more easily maintain their state, and where users are
not only dynamically revoked but also added (joined), is often referred to as multicast encryption.
Keywords—Element-based encryption; cloud computing; substitute re-encryption

I. Introduction
The use of cloud computing is increasingly popular due to the potential cost savings from outsourcing data to
the cloud service provider (CSP). One technique to protect the data from a possible un trusted CSP is for the data
owner to encrypt the outsourced data [1], [2]. Flexible encryption schemes such as element based encryption
(EBE) can be adopted to provide fine grained access control.
EBE allows data to be encrypted using an access structure comprised of different elements. Instead of specific
decryption keys for specific files, users are issued element keys. Users must have the necessary elements that
satisfy the access structure in order to decrypt a file. For example, a file encryptedusing the access structure
{(α1 ∧ α2 ) ∨ α3 } means that either.a user with elements α1 and α2 , or a user with element α3 ,can decrypt the
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file. The key problem of storing encrypted data in the cloud lies in revoking access rights from users. A user
whose permission is revoked will still retain the keys issued earlier, and thus can still decrypt data in the
cloud. A naı̈ve solution is to let the data owner immediately re-encrypt the data, so that the revoked users
cannot decrypt the data using their old keys, while distributing the new keys to the remaining authorized users.
This solution will lead to a performance bottleneck, especially when there are frequent user revocations.
An alternative solution is to apply the substitute re-encryption (SRE) technique. This approach takes
advantage of the abundant resources in a cloud by delegating the cloud to re-encrypt data [8], [9]. This
approach is also called command-driven re-encryption scheme, where cloud servers execute re- encryption
while receiving commands from the data owner. However, command-driven re-encryption schemes do not
consider the underlying system architecture of the cloud environment. A cloud is essentially a large scale
distributed system where a data owner’s data is replicated over multiple servers for high availability. As a
distributed system, the cloud will experience failures common to such systems, such as server crashes and
network outages. As a result, re-encryption commands sent by the data owner may not propagate to all of the
servers in a timely fashion, thus creating security risks. To illustrate, let us consider a cloud environment shown
in Fig. 1, where the data owner’s data is stored on cloud servers CS1 , C S2 , C S3 , C S4 . Assume that the data
owner issues to CS4 a re-encryption command, which should be propagated to CS1 , C S2 , C S3 . Due to a network
outage, CS2 did not receive the command, and did not re-encrypt the data. At this time, if revoked users query
CS2 , they can obtain the old cipher text, and can decrypt it using their old keys. A better solution is to allow
each cloud server to independently re-encrypt data without receiving any command from the data owner. a
reputablere-encryption scheme in unrepeatable clouds (R3 scheme for short). R3 is a time-based re-encryption
scheme, which allows each cloud server to automatically re-encrypt data based on its internal clock. The
fundamental idea of the R3 scheme is to associate the data with an access control and an access time Each
user is issued keys associated with elements and element effective times. The data can be decrypted by the
users using the keys with elements satisfying the access control, and element effective times satisfying the
access time. Unlike the command-driven re-encryption scheme, the data owner and the CSP share a secret key,
with which each cloud server can re- encrypt data by updating the data access time according to its
Even through the R3 scheme relies on time, it does not require perfect clock synchronization among cloud
servers. Classical clock synchronization techniques that en- sure loose clock synchronized in the cloud are
sufficient.

The main assistance is as follows:
1) An automatic, time-based, substitute re- encryption scheme suitable for cloud environments with
unpredictable server crashes and network outages.
2) We extend an EBE scheme by incorporating timestamps to perform substitute re-encryption.
3) Our solution does not require perfect clock synchronization among all of the cloud servers to maintain
correctness.
II. Associated Effort
EBE is a new cryptographic technique that efficiently supports fine grained access control. The combination of
SRE and EBE was first introduced by [9], and extended by. , a hierarchical element-based encryption (HEBE)
scheme is proposed to achieve high performance and full delegation. The main difference between prior work
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and ours is that we do not require the underlying cloud infrastructure to be reputable in order to ensure
correctness.

2.1. Broad cost Encryption
Broadcast encryption (BE), introduced by Fiat and Naor in 1993, allows a sender to securely end private
messages to a subset of users, the target set. In 2001, Naor, Naor, and Lotspiech introduced the subset-cover
framework, where for any target set, the sender can find a partition of the user set, e ncrypt a session key using
the keys associated to each subset in the partition, and finally encrypt the content using the session key. The
cipher text length of the subset-difference (v e r s i o n of NNL depends linearly on the number of users in the
revoked set, which was considered to be efficient enough for use in the AACS DRM standard. We generalize
the subset-cover framework of NNL to deal with both public-key encryption and dynamic changes of the
registered user sets. We furthermore remove the need for trusted authorities by eliminating the group manager,
who typically interacts with users to distribute keys at the setup phase or when users join the system. Our approach
makes use of group key exchange with subgroup keys, a primitive that simultaneously distributes different keys to
certain subsets of the user group and applies well to the subset-cover framework if one can assign keys for the
subgroups
our construction with the Diffie-Hellman key agreement for the key generation and the Megamall
encryption for the public-key encryption, which leads to quite an efficient scheme.

The complete- sub tree (CS) tree construction resembles the tree-based group key agreement in [KPT04],
with the exception that we also create key pairs for internal nodes, and we go beyond their scheme in our
construction of SD trees. We then show how our scheme can be extended to achieve the strongest security
notion by using Cramer-Shoup encryption, which allows adaptive corruptions and chosen-ciphertext attacks, in
the standard model, under the DDH assumption. In addition, we consider various criteria of efficiency:
ciphertext size, private part and public part of the decryption keys, number of rounds for the key generation,
etc. Thanks to the modularity of our approach,

The use of any appropriate group key exchange with subgroup keys: our initial technique iteratively uses the
two-party Diffie-Hellman key exchange in a binary tree, which requires a logarithmic number of rounds; we can
replace it by logarithmically many parallel executions of the Burmester- Desmedt group key exchange protocol
[BD05], which reduces the number of rounds to two. Besides allowing members to join the system, we also
sketch how groups could merge at low cost, and how to permanently revoke some users, but we cannot
elaborate on this due to space constraints. Our scheme thus achieves a maximum of functionality and security
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under minimal assumptions, while still being reasonably efficient.
Time to re-encrypt data. However, in a loud, the internal clock of each cloud server may differ. There have
been several solutions to this problem. For instance, proposed a probabilistic synchronization scheme,
which exchanges messages to get remote servers’ accurate clocks with high probability. Work by used
message delay to estimate the maximal difference between two communicating nodes to synchronize the
clocks. Work by proposed a clock synchronization scheme for cloud environments, which uses an
authoritative time source shared by all participants in a transaction to achieve clock synchronization between
virtual cloud policy enforcement points. By applying these techniques to achieve loose synchronization in the
cloud, and to determine the maximal time difference between the data owner and each cloud server, our R3
scheme can always achieve correct access control in unrepeatable clouds.
III. Ground Work
3.1. Cisis Formulation
A cloud computing environment consisting of a data owner, a cloud service provider (CSP) and
multiple data users. The data owner outsources his data in the form of a set of files F1 , · · · ,
Fn to the CSP. Each file is encrypted by the data owner before uploading to the CSP. Data
users that want to access a particular file must first obtain the necessary keys from the data
owner in order to decrypt the file. The data owner can also update the contents of a file after
uploading it to the CSP. This is termed a write command. Each file, F, is encrypted with two
parameters, time slice and elements. The divide time into time slices, and every time slice is of
equal length. We denote a particular time slice, T S, with a subscript, where T Si = [ti , ti+1 ).
Fig.2 illustrates this concept. Elements are organized into an access structure, A, which regulates
access to a file. For example, a file with elements α1 , α2 , α3 and A = {(α1 ∧ α2 ) ∨ α3 }, requires
either both elements α1 and α2 , or just α3 , to satisfy the access structure. A file F can only
be decrypted with keys that satisfy both the access structure and time slice.
A data user, after being authenticated by the data owner, is granted a set of keys, each of
which is associated with an element and an effective time that denotes the length of time the user
is authorized to possess the elements. For example, if Alice is authorized to possess elements a1
, . . . , am from T S1 to T Sn ,

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF NOTATIONS
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1) Access Control Correctness
This requires that a data user with invalid keys cannot decrypt the file.
2) Data Consistency
This requires that all data users who request file F, should obtain the same content in the same time
slice.
3) Data Confidentiality
The file content can only be known to data users with valid keys. The CSP is not considered a valid data user.

4) Efficiency.
The cloud servers should not re-encrypt any file unnecessarily. This means that a file that has not been
requested by any data user should not be re-encrypted.
3.2. Rival Representation
The system considers two types of adversaries. The first type of adversary is the CSP. The CSP adversary is
considered honest-but-curious. This means that the CSP will always, correctly execute a given protocol,
but The second type of adversary is malicious data users. Thyme try to gain some additional information
about the stored data data user adversary will try to learn the file content that he is not authorized to access.
This adversary is assumed to possess valid keys (either w cloud. Note that both an honest-but-curious CSP and
maliciousith incorrect elements and time). We also assume the d data users can exist together. However, we
assume that the CS P and data users will not collude to break the system, because the CSP is considered to
be honest-but-curious.ata user adversary can query any server in th data users can exist together. However, we
assume that the CSP and data users will not collude to break the system, because the CSP is considered to be
honest-but-curious.
IV. Fundamental R3
The fundamental R3 scheme, consider ideal circumstances, where share a synchronized clock, and there are no
transmission and queuing delays when executing read and write commands
4.1. Intuition

The data owner will first generate a shared secret key to the CSP. Then, after the data owner encrypts each file
with the appropriate element structure and time slice, the data owner uploads the file in the cloud. The CSP
will replicate the file to various cloud servers. Each cloud server will have a copy of the shared secret key.
Let us assume that a cloud server stores an encrypted fileF with A and T Si . When a user queries that cloud
server, the cloud server first uses its own clock to determine the current time slice. Assuming that the current
time slice is T Si+k , the cloud server will automatically re-encrypt F with T Si+k without receiving any
command from the data owner. During the process, the cloud server cannot gain the contents of the cipertext
and the new decryption keys. Only users with keys satisfying A and T Si+k will be able to decrypt F.
4.1. Protocol Description
We divide the description of the fundamental R3 scheme into three components: data owner initialization,
data user read data and data owner write data. We will rely on the following functions. Table II shows the
notations used in the description
1) Setup() → (P K, M K, s) : At T S0 , the data ownerpublishes the system public key P K , keeps
the system
Algorithm 1
1)Fundamental R3 (synchronized clock with no delays)z,while Receive a write command W (F, seqnum) at T
Si do Commit the write command in order at the end of T Si
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while Receive a read command R(F ) at T Si do
Re-encrypt file with T Si
master key MK secret, and sends the shared secret key
s to the cloud.
2) GenK ey(P K, M K, s, P KAlice , A, T ) → (SKAlice ,T

) : {SK

}

3) Encrypt(PK,A, s, TSt, F) → (CtA) : At TSt, the data owner encrypts file F with access structure A, n produces
cipher text CtAusing the system public key, access structure, the system secret key, time slice, and
plaintext file.
4) Decrypt (PK,CtA , SK Alice, {SKt Alice, aij}1≤j≤ni ) →F : At TSt, user U, who possesses version t attribute
secret keys on all attributes in CCi, recovers F using the system public key, the user identity secret key, and
the user attribute secret keys.
5) REncrypt(CtA , s, TSt+k) → Ct+k A : When the cloud server wants to return a data user with the file at TSt+k,
it updates the cipher text from CtA to Ct+k A using the shared secret key.
Data owner initialization: The data owner runs the Setup
function to initiate the system. When the data owner wants to upload file F to the cloud server, it first
defines an access control A for F, and then determines the current time slice T Si . Finally, it runs the
Encrypt function with A and T Si to output the cipher text. When the data owner wants to grant a set of
elements in a period of time to data user Alice, it runs the Genie function with elements and effective
times to generate keys for Alice.
t

Data user read data:
When data user Alice wants to access file F at T Si , she sends a read command R(F ) to the cloud server,
where F is the file name. On receiving the read command R(F ), the cloud server runs the ReEncrypt
function to re-encrypt the file with T Si . On receiving the ciphertext, Alice runs the Decrypt function
using keys satisfying A and T Si to recover F.
Data owner write data
When the data owner wants to write file F at T Si , it will send a write command to the cloud server in
the form of: W (F, seqnum), where seqnum is the order of the write command. This Sequim is necessary
for ordering when the data owner issues multiple write commands that have to take place in one time slice.
On receiving the write command, the cloud server will commit it at the end of T Si . Algorithm 1 shows
the actions of the cloud server.
Security analysis
Access control correctness
It is clear that the correctness of access control is most vulnerable when a T S changes. Let us consider the
case where Alice has keys with effective time up to T Si , and Bob has keys with effective time starting from T
Si+1 . Assuming that the data owner updates file F to F’ such that a user querying the file at T Si
should obtain F, and a user querying the file at T Si+1 should obtain F’. The property of access control
correctness fails if Alice is able to read F’ , or if Bob is able to read FIn attack 1, Alice’s best time to launch
an attack is just before ti+1 , since she only has the keys to decrypt data upto T Si . However, the cloud
server will commit the write the data owner’s clock, so that Alice never reads F’, and thus her attack fails.
In attack 2, Bob’s best time to launch an attack is just after ti+1 . Querying earlier than ti+1 does not help
Bob since he does not have the keys to decrypt the data. However, since the cloud server will commit the write
command at ti+1 as long as its own clock is consistent with the data owner’s clock, Bob will never access
F, but only F’. Therefore, our scheme provides correct access control.
Data consistency
The property requires users that query within the same T S must receive the same data. Let us assume that both
Alice and Bob have valid keys for the appropriate time slices, and we now want to show that so long as both
Alice and Bob query within the same time slice, they must obtain the same data. Assuming that Alice and Bob
both pick T Si to attack our scheme, the best attack time for Alice is to query just after ti , and for Bob is to
query just before ti+1 . This attack is depicted in Fig. 3. According to the R3 scheme, the cloud server will
return data that has been committed in ti to both Alice and Bob.by the cloud server before ti . Thus, the data
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returned to Alice and Bob is consistent.
Data confidentiality
The only store encrypted data in the cloud. Since the R3 scheme SRE serves the data confidentiality
operations from HEBE scheme, and retain the same confidentiality properties, the cloud without knowledge
of keys cannot learn any useful information about the stored data.
Data efficiency
The cloud server does not re-encrypt a file until a data user requests that file. Based on the properties of
function REncrypt, when k > 1, we see that the cloud server can combine the re-encrypt operations until
receiving a file access request.

V. Extensive R3
5 . 1 . Protocol Description
The data owner and the cloud server agree on a maximal waiting time α. Thus, the cloud server will
wait until ti + α to commit the write commands that should be committed at ti , and to respond to
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the read commands for reading data at T Si . The data owner and data user will include additional
information in their write or read commands. When the data owner wants to update the file F at T Si , he
will issue a command W (F, ti+1 , seqnum), where F is the file name, ti+1 is when the updates have
to take place and seqnum is the order of the write command. When the data user wants to read the file F
at T Si , he will use a command R(F, T Si ).Then, need to determine the maximal time difference between
the data owner and the cloud server. We denote this time difference as L., where L. is no larger than the
duration of one time slice. In other words, when the data owner is at T Si ,the cloud server’s time may be
T Si−1 , T Si , or T Si+1 . Let the data owner issue his write command before ti+1 when he wants this
update to be reflected in T Si+
5.2. Security Analysis
Contact Control Correctness
Here, need to show that maintains the property of access control correctness using the same attack 1 and
attack 2 as the security analysis in the fundamental R3 scheme. In attack 1, Alice’s best time to launch her
attack is just before ti+1 , since she only has the keys to decrypt data up to T Si . However, the cloud
server will commit the write command at ti+1 + α, so that Alice never reads F’, and thus her attack fails.
In attack 2, Bob’s best time to launch his attack is just after ti+1 . Querying earlier than ti+1 does not
help Bob since he does not have the keys to decrypt the data. However, the cloud server will commit the
write command at ti+1 + α, and hold the read command until committing all write commands. Therefore, Bob
never reads F, but only F’. Data consistency. We use the same attack scenario as the security analysis in the
fundamental R3 scheme. The cloud server will reject all of the write commands that should be committed at ti
+α if its time is past ti +α. Then, the cloud server will hang up all of the read commands for T Si until
committing all of the write commands at ti + α. Therefore, data is consistent. The analyses for both data
confidentiality and data efficiency are the same as the fundamental R3 scheme.
6. CONCLU SI ON
The R3 scheme, a new method for managing access control based on the cloud server’s internal clock. The
technique does not rely on the cloud to reliably propagate re-encryption commands to all servers to ensure
access control correctness. showed that our solutions remain secure without perfect clock synchronization
so long as we can bound the time difference between the servers and the data owner.
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